innovative designs • colorful computer drafted plans • realistic conceptual renderings

first in
scene it

Innovative ComputerAided Designs
Based on your feedback on the concept
drawings, we create colorful landscape
plans using computer aided design. Clear
and detailed printouts will show you the
proposed layout of landscaping, hardscaping,
and water features. Your new yard will be
easy to understand and visualize.

full color renderings

Whether you want the ultimate family water park or a
secluded personal retreat, The Green Scene can design
the pool or spa that is perfect for you. As a licensed Pool
Contractor and Landscape Contractor, our pool projects
are both functional and beautiful.

A charismatic and entertaining speaker, Cohen is
also the author of eight design and construction
books, including the award-winning Outdoor
Kitchen Design Workbook, Poolscapes, The Candid
Contractor, and Outdoor Fireplaces and Fire Pits.
Scott serves as our Supervising Designer
and oversees the design and construction
of high-end projects.

Home owners
association approved
Since 1969 we have worked with hundreds
of Home-Owners Associations. Our
professional, colorful, computer drafted
plans are welcomed by Home-Owners
Associations and quickly approved.

The Green Scene is uniquely qualified to handle your total project. We’re a licensed
landscape, pool and general construction contractor, which means trained and experienced
Green Scene crews are on the job every step of the way. No excuses and no headaches.
Why struggle to coordinate multiple contractors... when the Green Scene can do it all?
Creating a design just for you
Your needs are unique. That’s why the first step in any project is our exclusive
Design Questionnaire. Your answers help us better understand your wants and needs.
What style is your house? What theme would you like for your landscape and hardscape
project? How do you plan to use your yard? Your answers to these and many other
questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and
functional parameters that will guide the project.

when you hire us the
design is free!
We charge for design work. Design fees
typically run between $1000 and $2500,
but we credit design fees 100% toward the
installation of your Green Scene project.

Explore ideas with sketches first
Once we have plotted your house and property lines (the
“base map”), our design team will begin conceptual drawings.
These ideas are drawn out in pencil for your review. We often
provide several ideas from which you can choose.
SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION
Call our office now to schedule a design consultation. It’s free
within our regular service areas (consultation fees apply outside
our regular service map). Our talented designer will walk the property
with you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and
we want you to ask us anything you want about our ideas and the services we offer.
We come prepared with hundreds of photos of our inspirational projects to help explore
the right vibe for your garden space. At the end of the consultation meeting, if we both
feel it’s a good match, then we will quote a “Design Retainer” to prepare scaled, full color,
3D drawings and a detailed proposal. Design Retainers and consultation fees are typically
credited toward construction projects built by The Green Scene.

“Every job is a self-portrait of the
person who did the work. Autograph
your work with excellence.”

Scott Cohen, President

Professional
landscape lighting
Most projects include a separate
night lighting plan with detailed fixture
recommendations and a pricing worksheet.
We install only top quality fixtures that
outlive anything else on the market. We’ll
create a dramatic after-dark effect that
brings your new landscaping to light!

•

competitive pricing

“Green Scene delivered a stellar

landscape for our dream home!
They are easy to work with and most of all the
pride in their craftsmanship is second to none!”
Buy our books on-line at www.greenscenelandscape.com

– Krista J.

Infinity edge spa & Swim up bar

“I can’t say enough about the experience I had with Green Scene Landscaping. From

giant baja shelf & sheer waterfalls

To qualify for the Free Consultation, we ask that all parties be present at the consultation
and that you give us a “Yes” or “No Thanks” answer at the time of the meeting.

landscape, general & pool contractor

Garden Artisan Scott Cohen, Supervising Designer
& President of The Green Scene Inc., is an acclaimed
garden designer, author, and licensed contractor
in landscape, pool and general construction
whose award-winning work has been showcased
frequently on HGTV and in numerous books and
national magazines.

21220 Devonshire street, #102 • chatsworth

start to finish the experience was nothing but pleasant. They show you the design in
Virtual 3D before you decide to proceed. It’s fantastic.!”
– Mark A

CONTROL YOUR POOL
WITH YOUR PHONE
Now is the ideal time to create a customized
backyard environment for you and your family.
Today’s pool and spa products are more intelligent,
efficient and hassle-free than ever before. With
Hayward pool and spa products, you can spend
time enjoying your pool and spa, rather than
maintaining it. From our award-winning control
systems and pool and spa heaters to waterfalls,
automatic cleaners, and more, Hayward products
offer the convenience, performance and advanced
technology you demand.
color-logic led light shows
with over 20 colors!

the green scene

•

818/280-0420

•

800/675-5296

“You know how the old adage goes,
‘You get what you paid for?’

Thank you Green Scene for making our backyard
something to be so proud of and a staycation for
us to enjoy everyday.”
– Michelle K

“Their team is cohesive, creative

“I didn’t even like my home before you

did the backyard. Now I love my home.”
– Amy M

and attentive. They worked with
the city & local Homeowners Association to
obtain all permits and kept us well-informed of
their scheduling plans. Green Scene is a class
act. You get what you pay for… first rate
design and execution!”
– Dan D

“Two thumbs up. Super and

extraordinary!!! It came out
beyond our expectation.”
– Inboon K
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Let us build your dream kitchen… outdoors!

Our stylish custom counters are designed with exactly the colors, features and layout you
want. Plus, our exclusive cast concrete construction method is as tough as it is beautiful.
Polished Concrete Countertops

We create one-of-a-kind custom counters by embedding the stone mixture with a variety of
recycled glass, stone chips, sea shells, and abalone. Next we grind, hone, and polish, using
granite finishing tools to create a beautiful and extremely durable outdoor kitchen counter.
High-End BBQ’s & Appliances from

We love this grill for Rotisserie cooking. The motor is hidden
inside, gear driven, quiet and strong! Check out the separately
heated wood chip and aromatics drawer!

.

Get the Edge…
Choose your favorite

CONTEMPO
(Square Edge)

1

Baja Shelves
	These pleasure platforms provide the perfect place
to enjoy your pool’s soothing water while taking in the
warmth of El Sol, or beating the heat beneath a large
umbrella. Typically six to twelve inches deep, Baja Shelves
can be made most any size for individual lounging or
family fun. Add a couple of “Ledge Loungers” for a truly
resort-like feel.

2 Contemporary design

CLASSICO

	
Design
trends come and go over the years, while some have far more
staying power than others. When it comes to custom exterior design,
and especially so for spaces that include water, contemporary, or
a.k.a. modern design is an enduring favorite that is experiencing a
current surge in popularity. Modern design can also be a great way
to make the most out of limited spaces with uncluttered layouts
and simple, yet dramatic forms.

(Mantle)

RUSTICO

(Chipped Edge)

ROMANO
(Rope Edge)

At The Green Scene we understand the captivating power of these two elements.
Used alone, fire and water each have their own attractions, but bring them together
and the appeal is nearly irresistible! The addition of the fire element is one of the
hottest trends we’re seeing in outdoor design.
Fire takes you away from wherever you are. It relaxes and soothes. When you’re gazing
into a fire, you simply can’t be in a hurry.

3 In-Pool Tables
	 the idea of hanging out in the shade of an umbrella while also
If
sitting in your pool sounds appealing, you may want to consider
an In-Pool Table. More intimate than a swim-up bar, and reminiscent
of vacation luxury, In-Pool Tables are perfect for socializing, playing
games or enjoying your favorite summertime beverage.

4 infinity Spas
	
Spas
are always among the most used features in
most any aquatic setting. Recently spas that feature
360-degree overflow designs have become extremely
popular among homeowners interested in making their
hot tubs into artistic, almost sculptural statements.
With this beautiful design detail, spas become
waterfeatures that invite you to relax in an
elegant setting.

To create this visual candy, majestic bowls
and troughs of fire are used to add striking
highlights throughout the yard. The effect is
both elegant and primitive at the same time.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE… GREENSCENELANDSCAPE.COM
THE BEST HOME-MADE PIZZAS ARE UNDER THE DOME…

5 The Vanishing Edge
	 far one of the most popular and enduring
By
swimming pool design features, the vanishing edge
creates subtle visual drama that almost hypnotically
draws you into the view, while generating the soothing
sound of falling water. Vanishing edge pools have
become the standard bearer for great designs and
while they’re not meant for every yard, these pools
almost always take your breath away.
800/675-5296
GREENSCENELANDSCAPE.COM

• VIDEO CLIPS OF OUR
HGTV APPEARANCES

Of course, they are great for steaks,
chicken, ribs, and fish, but the pizzas are
the best! Family and guests have so much
fun making their own pizzas and then
grilling them up outside.
Pro-Tip: Add

For the romantic at heart, it goes without saying that nothing heats up a relationship
like a little fire.

some wood chips to your
Dome Grill for an authentic
wood-fired pizza oven flavor!

• H
 UNDREDS OF PHOTOS
OF OUR PROJECTS

like us on

@thegreensceneinc

• TESTIMONIALS
• DESIGN IDEAS
• MAGAZINE FEATURES
• COLOR SAMPLES

Brilliant Black

“ WE

Copper

Silver

Cobalt Blue

Ragin’ Red

LOVE THE VERSATILITY OF THESE COLORFUL DOME GRILLS.”

• P
 LANT INFORMATION
AND MORE!

follow us on

@thegreensceneinc
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We create one-of-a-kind custom counters by embedding the stone mixture with a variety of
recycled glass, stone chips, sea shells, and abalone. Next we grind, hone, and polish, using
granite finishing tools to create a beautiful and extremely durable outdoor kitchen counter.
High-End BBQ’s & Appliances from

We love this grill for Rotisserie cooking. The motor is hidden
inside, gear driven, quiet and strong! Check out the separately
heated wood chip and aromatics drawer!

.

Get the Edge…
Choose your favorite

CONTEMPO
(Square Edge)

1

Baja Shelves
	These pleasure platforms provide the perfect place
to enjoy your pool’s soothing water while taking in the
warmth of El Sol, or beating the heat beneath a large
umbrella. Typically six to twelve inches deep, Baja Shelves
can be made most any size for individual lounging or
family fun. Add a couple of “Ledge Loungers” for a truly
resort-like feel.

2 Contemporary design

CLASSICO

	
Design
trends come and go over the years, while some have far more
staying power than others. When it comes to custom exterior design,
and especially so for spaces that include water, contemporary, or
a.k.a. modern design is an enduring favorite that is experiencing a
current surge in popularity. Modern design can also be a great way
to make the most out of limited spaces with uncluttered layouts
and simple, yet dramatic forms.

(Mantle)

RUSTICO

(Chipped Edge)

ROMANO
(Rope Edge)

At The Green Scene we understand the captivating power of these two elements.
Used alone, fire and water each have their own attractions, but bring them together
and the appeal is nearly irresistible! The addition of the fire element is one of the
hottest trends we’re seeing in outdoor design.
Fire takes you away from wherever you are. It relaxes and soothes. When you’re gazing
into a fire, you simply can’t be in a hurry.

3 In-Pool Tables
	 the idea of hanging out in the shade of an umbrella while also
If
sitting in your pool sounds appealing, you may want to consider
an In-Pool Table. More intimate than a swim-up bar, and reminiscent
of vacation luxury, In-Pool Tables are perfect for socializing, playing
games or enjoying your favorite summertime beverage.

4 infinity Spas
	
Spas
are always among the most used features in
most any aquatic setting. Recently spas that feature
360-degree overflow designs have become extremely
popular among homeowners interested in making their
hot tubs into artistic, almost sculptural statements.
With this beautiful design detail, spas become
waterfeatures that invite you to relax in an
elegant setting.

To create this visual candy, majestic bowls
and troughs of fire are used to add striking
highlights throughout the yard. The effect is
both elegant and primitive at the same time.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE… GREENSCENELANDSCAPE.COM
THE BEST HOME-MADE PIZZAS ARE UNDER THE DOME…

5 The Vanishing Edge
	 far one of the most popular and enduring
By
swimming pool design features, the vanishing edge
creates subtle visual drama that almost hypnotically
draws you into the view, while generating the soothing
sound of falling water. Vanishing edge pools have
become the standard bearer for great designs and
while they’re not meant for every yard, these pools
almost always take your breath away.
800/675-5296
GREENSCENELANDSCAPE.COM

• VIDEO CLIPS OF OUR
HGTV APPEARANCES

Of course, they are great for steaks,
chicken, ribs, and fish, but the pizzas are
the best! Family and guests have so much
fun making their own pizzas and then
grilling them up outside.
Pro-Tip: Add

For the romantic at heart, it goes without saying that nothing heats up a relationship
like a little fire.

some wood chips to your
Dome Grill for an authentic
wood-fired pizza oven flavor!

• H
 UNDREDS OF PHOTOS
OF OUR PROJECTS

like us on

@thegreensceneinc

• TESTIMONIALS
• DESIGN IDEAS
• MAGAZINE FEATURES
• COLOR SAMPLES

Brilliant Black

“ WE

Copper

Silver

Cobalt Blue

Ragin’ Red
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innovative designs • colorful computer drafted plans • realistic conceptual renderings

first in
scene it

Innovative ComputerAided Designs
Based on your feedback on the concept
drawings, we create colorful landscape
plans using computer aided design. Clear
and detailed printouts will show you the
proposed layout of landscaping, hardscaping,
and water features. Your new yard will be
easy to understand and visualize.

full color renderings

Whether you want the ultimate family water park or a
secluded personal retreat, The Green Scene can design
the pool or spa that is perfect for you. As a licensed Pool
Contractor and Landscape Contractor, our pool projects
are both functional and beautiful.

A charismatic and entertaining speaker, Cohen is
also the author of eight design and construction
books, including the award-winning Outdoor
Kitchen Design Workbook, Poolscapes, The Candid
Contractor, and Outdoor Fireplaces and Fire Pits.
Scott serves as our Supervising Designer
and oversees the design and construction
of high-end projects.

Home owners
association approved
Since 1969 we have worked with hundreds
of Home-Owners Associations. Our
professional, colorful, computer drafted
plans are welcomed by Home-Owners
Associations and quickly approved.

The Green Scene is uniquely qualified to handle your total project. We’re a licensed
landscape, pool and general construction contractor, which means trained and experienced
Green Scene crews are on the job every step of the way. No excuses and no headaches.
Why struggle to coordinate multiple contractors... when the Green Scene can do it all?
Creating a design just for you
Your needs are unique. That’s why the first step in any project is our exclusive
Design Questionnaire. Your answers help us better understand your wants and needs.
What style is your house? What theme would you like for your landscape and hardscape
project? How do you plan to use your yard? Your answers to these and many other
questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and
functional parameters that will guide the project.

when you hire us the
design is free!
We charge for design work. Design fees
typically run between $1000 and $2500,
but we credit design fees 100% toward the
installation of your Green Scene project.

Explore ideas with sketches first
Once we have plotted your house and property lines (the
“base map”), our design team will begin conceptual drawings.
These ideas are drawn out in pencil for your review. We often
provide several ideas from which you can choose.
SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION
Call our office now to schedule a design consultation. It’s free
within our regular service areas (consultation fees apply outside
our regular service map). Our talented designer will walk the property
with you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and
we want you to ask us anything you want about our ideas and the services we offer.
We come prepared with hundreds of photos of our inspirational projects to help explore
the right vibe for your garden space. At the end of the consultation meeting, if we both
feel it’s a good match, then we will quote a “Design Retainer” to prepare scaled, full color,
3D drawings and a detailed proposal. Design Retainers and consultation fees are typically
credited toward construction projects built by The Green Scene.

“Every job is a self-portrait of the
person who did the work. Autograph
your work with excellence.”

Scott Cohen, President

Professional
landscape lighting
Most projects include a separate
night lighting plan with detailed fixture
recommendations and a pricing worksheet.
We install only top quality fixtures that
outlive anything else on the market. We’ll
create a dramatic after-dark effect that
brings your new landscaping to light!

•

competitive pricing

“Green Scene delivered a stellar

landscape for our dream home!
They are easy to work with and most of all the
pride in their craftsmanship is second to none!”
Buy our books on-line at www.greenscenelandscape.com

– Krista J.

Infinity edge spa & Swim up bar

“I can’t say enough about the experience I had with Green Scene Landscaping. From

giant baja shelf & sheer waterfalls

To qualify for the Free Consultation, we ask that all parties be present at the consultation
and that you give us a “Yes” or “No Thanks” answer at the time of the meeting.

landscape, general & pool contractor

Garden Artisan Scott Cohen, Supervising Designer
& President of The Green Scene Inc., is an acclaimed
garden designer, author, and licensed contractor
in landscape, pool and general construction
whose award-winning work has been showcased
frequently on HGTV and in numerous books and
national magazines.

21220 Devonshire street, #102 • chatsworth

start to finish the experience was nothing but pleasant. They show you the design in
Virtual 3D before you decide to proceed. It’s fantastic.!”
– Mark A

CONTROL YOUR POOL
WITH YOUR PHONE
Now is the ideal time to create a customized
backyard environment for you and your family.
Today’s pool and spa products are more intelligent,
efficient and hassle-free than ever before. With
Hayward pool and spa products, you can spend
time enjoying your pool and spa, rather than
maintaining it. From our award-winning control
systems and pool and spa heaters to waterfalls,
automatic cleaners, and more, Hayward products
offer the convenience, performance and advanced
technology you demand.
color-logic led light shows
with over 20 colors!

the green scene

•

818/280-0420

•

800/675-5296

“You know how the old adage goes,
‘You get what you paid for?’

Thank you Green Scene for making our backyard
something to be so proud of and a staycation for
us to enjoy everyday.”
– Michelle K

“Their team is cohesive, creative

“I didn’t even like my home before you

did the backyard. Now I love my home.”
– Amy M

and attentive. They worked with
the city & local Homeowners Association to
obtain all permits and kept us well-informed of
their scheduling plans. Green Scene is a class
act. You get what you pay for… first rate
design and execution!”
– Dan D

“Two thumbs up. Super and

extraordinary!!! It came out
beyond our expectation.”
– Inboon K

